Three Meadows

**Included with base reservation:** Lodge, Manager’s Cabin, Men’s and Women’s Shower Houses, and 1 MVEF pass. Users provide own bedding. A $250.00 damage deposit, $25.00 reservation fee and base rate fees are required at time of reservation. Base rate is $325 for in state and $358 for out of state and includes all grounds, lodge, showerhouses, and 2 cabins.

**Total Occupancy:** 100 overnight guests in cabins and 20 additional in user provided overnight accommodations; 200 day use guests. Any more than this requires a group use permit negotiated with park manager.

**Cabins**
- Manager’s Cabin has its own bathroom and shower with sleeping accommodations for 5
- All cabins have electricity only and a heater with a pre-set temperature. Any modification of the temperature must be done by the Three Meadows Camp Supervisor or designee.
- 8 Standard Cabins; sleeps 12 in 6 bunk beds divided into 2 rooms

**Shower Houses**
- 2 with one designed for women (all stalls) and one for men (urinals and stalls)

**Lodge**
- Tables, seating and table settings for up to 120. Both round banquet and square cafeteria tables with built in seating are available.
- 4 commercial electric ranges, commercial convection oven, a walk-In fridge, and upright freezer
- All cooking equipment provided (pots, pans, utensils, mixers, etc.)
- NO OVERNIGHT USE (SLEEPING)

**User Provided Sleeping Accommodations**
- Up to 10 tents placed on hardened living pad surfaces only
  - $10 each per night
- 4 RV’s hookup sites (water and electric) a maximum length of 48’ including tow vehicle
  - There are low hanging branches along roadway, be careful. Any damage is the responsibility of the vehicle owner/operator.
  - Responsible for standard camp fees; $26.00 for in state, $29.00 for out of state, plus the $7.00 MVEF and tax.
- 2 RV’s without hookups
  - $14.00 a night for in state; $17.00 for out of state
  - Any more than the 2 must be negotiated as part of the contract
- Hammocks at $7 each per night; must be hung above ground with grass or dirt, no underbrush; must use 1” minimum straps; and trees must be at least 8” in diameter at chest height.

**All park rules are in effect. Day use guests must depart by 9:00 PM, quiet hours begin at 10 pm.**
- Should there be a reason for a ranger to be called for a disturbance or non-compliance, a warning MAY be given first. Should a second call be needed there will be a $72.00 citation to the individual and/or the group leader as well as a loss of the $250.00 deposit. Eviction could occur.

**MVEF-** each vehicle entering the park is to have a motor vehicle entrance fee tag or display a valid Idaho Passport or Season Pass. This is to be purchased upon entrance into the park for $7 per night. All overnight vehicles will have a hang tag specific to Three Meadows Group Camp that indicates compliance with the MVEF.